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CONDENSED MATTER

MÖSSBAUER INVESTIGATION OF STATIC-DISORDER
CRYSTALLINE MEDIA. V. HYPERFINE FIELDS' DISPERSION
IN STATIC-DISORDERED CRYSTALLINE MEDIA OF
TETRAGONAL AND TRIGONAL IRON GERMANATES
S. CONSTANTINESCU
National Institute of Materials Physics, P.O.Box MG-07, Bucharest, Romania
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Abstract. The refined 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of some static-disordered crystalline media (with
melilite and Ca-gallate structure) evidenced observable electric and magnetic crystal field dispersions
[1-4]. The data of the crystalline hyperfine fields and their dispersion parameters were calculated
using the modeling procedure given in [5]. The obtained values of the magnetic and quadrupole
splitting parameters compared with the experimental data showed the possibility to predict the
dispersion of the crystal fields.
Key words: FE Mössbauer spectroscopy, static-disorder crystalline media, hyperfine filds’
dispersion, iron germenates.

1. INTRODUCTION
Generally, the disorder of crystalline media is associated with a random
distribution or the spatial orientations of the constituents on crystalline sites. A
random substitution of constituents in crystals describes a situation where different
types of atoms occupy the same site in two unit cells and generate a disorder in
crystalline media. This type of disorder is especially known from minerals and saltlike crystals. A special but relatively common case of the substitutional disorder is
the partial occupation of atom sites. The substitution of one constitutive ion A of
the crystal by another B can induce statistical structural elements, as a variety of
nonstoichiometric phases or/and a variety of A-polyhedrons, depending on the
number of B ions. The structural static-disordered crystalline medium is
characterized by a statistical occupation A/B of a given lattice site with no
reconstruction of the A-polyhedrons, depending on the concentration of B ions.
Recently, special attention was paid to the class of disordered crystalline
media for their interesting properties of scientific as well as practical importance
such as:
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1. host matrices for tunable laser activator;
2. piezoelectric crystals with attractive electromechanical coupling factor;
3. materials having special magnetic properties depending on the doping ions.
The past decade evidenced extraordinary advances in the development of
crystalline solid state lasers due to the concurrent developments of high-power
semi-conductor diode lasers and new high quality laser gain materials. The
potential applications of the solid state lasers induced a new fundamental research
for a wide range of physical phenomena, which are observed in such materials. A
particular problem is the broadening of optical transitions in laser gain media.
The spectral width of absorption and, more importantly, fluorescence bands is a
key parameter in determining potential applications of laser gain media. There is a
current desire to find materials with very broad fluorescence bands that might be
employed in tunable and ultra-short-pulse lasers. Inhomogeneous broadening
occurs due to distributions in the physical characteristics of impurity sites. The
most common applicability of the mentioned fundamental research is the
transition-metal ions for tunable solid-state lasers, as: Ti3+: YAP1, Cr3+-doped in
mixed fluorides, Cr3+-doped in garnets2. More recently, demonstration of laser
oscillation and subsequent commercialization of the Cr3+: YAG laser system
operating in the near infrared region (1.3-1.5 mm) has further increased interest in
extending the tuning range of solid state lasers. On the other hand rare-earth (Ln3+)
doped disordered materials are often considered suitable systems for practical
devices such as all solid-state lasers. This is because structural disorder leads to
differing crystal-field potentials at differed Ln3+ ion sites. As a consequence, there
arises an inhomogeneous broadening of the spectral-line-profiles, which can lead to
enhanced efficiencies for laser diode pumping and limited tunability over the
emission bandwidth of the Ln3+ transitions. It is also possible that energy matches
for energy transfer and up-conversion processes can be improved, thereby
increasing the efficiencies of such processes. On the other hand, the
inhomogeneous broadening may also affect adversely the laser efficiency, the
broader the emission band. The lower efficiency is determined by the value of the
stimulated emission cross-section. Thus, the threshold for laser action could be
expected to be higher. So, there is particular interest in extending and in planning
to study processes such as inhomogeneous broadening and to grow disordered
crystal media as solid state lasers.
The short-term frequency stability of most commercial and defense RF
electronics is determined by the quartz crystal resonator used in system oscillators.
Typical quartz crystal oscillators operate below 100 MHz and their output signal is
multiplied to obtain the frequency of interest. The oscillator output signal spectrum
is composed of two distinct regions: a flicker-of-frequency (30 dB/decade) nearcarrier noise region and a constant level white phase noise (floor) level improves
with a resonator signal the handling (drive level) capability. When the oscillator
1
2

YAP=YAlO3
YAG=Y3Al5O12
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signal is frequency multiplied to microwave the phase noise increases with the
multiplication ratio. From a low-phase noise standpoint, an improved resonator
(compared to quartz) needs to exhibit a higher relative Q and operate at a higher
frequency with a higher relative drive level. Quartz crystals have been chemically
thinned to oscillate in the 100 MHz –1 GHz range but such processes are expensive
and yield fragile crystals.
New ferrigehlenites with extremely high iron content suggested the
possibility to predict and to moderate the magnetic properties of melilites structures
containing germanium and silica. Moreover, they have a tetragonal symmetry
(melilite structure, Tt-CGGO) and are interesting as precursors of the trigonal
gallo-germanates (Ca-gallate structure) in the synthesis process. Trigonal gallogermanate (Tr-CGGO) is considered as a possible host matrix for tunable laser
activator (Cr3+, Nd3+), due to its acentric lattice positions, the corresponding large
polyhedrons and the substitutional disorder given by the trivalent and tetravalent
cationic constituent. The representative member of this family is calcium gallium
germanate CGGO, Ca3Ga2Ge4O14. Langasite (LGS) is a new non-ferroelectric,
piezoelectric material [6 –10]. It has temperature-stable crystal orientations,
similar to quartz, but with five times higher acoustic Q and three times higher
piezoelectric coupling coefficients. This offers the possibility of fabrication of
voltage-controlled oscillators, resonators, and wide bandwidth filters with lowphase noise, high temperature stability, and larger tuning range. In addition,
langasite, LGS and its derived crystals such as langatite, La3Ga5.5Ta0.5O14 (LGT)
and langanite, La3Ga5.5Nb0.5O14, (LGN) having a gallate structure similar to
CGGO. So, that kind of materials has attractive laser, electromechanical, and
acoustic properties [1 – 13].
The aim of the article is:
• to reveal some physics and chemistry aspects of disorder, arising by the
random substitutions of hetero-valence ions A2+/Ln3+, B4+/Fe3+ in the irontetragonal and trigonal gallo-germanate crystalline media, using the NGR
technique;
• to model the observable dispersion of the crystal in order to correlate its
characteristics (broadness, meanvalue, asymmetry, components) to the degree
of substitution.
2. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS AND RESULTS OF NGR
INVESTIGATION
2.1. GENERAL ASPECTS
The high resolution of the Mössbauer spectroscopy technique, relatively to
the attempted changes of crystal fields induced by the substitution A/B,
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recommends dispersion in disordered media as a key technique of the crystalline.
The Mössbauer (or well-known NGR) spectroscopy is a non-destructive nuclear
method of condensed-matter investigation. If the investigated sample is sensitive to
the external conditions as electric and/or magnetic fields, pressure, temperature,
etc. the shape of spectra is changeable to that.
The spectrum of a standard Mössbauer experiment in transmission geometry
is resulting as a convolution T(E) of emitted and absorbed γ-ray intensities IS(E,
EoS, ΓS), IA(E, EoA, ΓA). The shapes of emitted and absorbed γ-ray intensities are
normalized Breit-Wigner functions, which are centered on the energy-differences
EoS/EoA of the nuclear states participating in the γ-ray transitions, with a half linewidth ΓS/ΓA and modulated by the Mössbauer factor fS/fA. In order to compensate
the difference EoS – EoA the source is in a controllable moving. The transmitted
intensity will be a Breit-Wigner function centering on the EoS – EoA and with a half
line-width Γ=ΓS+ΓA
T (E) ∝

+V

∫n

S

f S I S ( E (v), E oS , Γ S )exp [ −n A f A σ o I A ( E , E oA , Γ A ) z ]; E (v) = E oS (1 + v / c ) ;
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(1)

From a Mössbauer spectrum one can extract and analyze spectral parameters:
a) parameters of spectrum intensity as the full area Aexp , and partial areas Ai
of the absorption resonance line or of the different detected sublattices; those are
depending on:
• the number of the emitted and absorbed recoil-free γ-photons relative to the
total number of γ events in source fS and, respectively, in absorber fA, the
number of the Mössbauer isotopes feeling a specific neighborhood in
source nS and in absorber nA, and the full half line-width Γ, which is a sum
of the source and absorber line-widths Γ = ΓS+ΓA; not taking into account
the thick effects, the area Ai of a line resonance is given by (2):
a i = A i / A exp ,

(2)

where A exp = ∑ A i and A i (T ) ∝ Γ i f S (T S ) f Ai (T )n S n Ai without an absolute area
i

measurement the relative areas are used, where To is the critical temperature;

a exp (T ) = A exp (T ) / A exp (T o );

(2a)
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one must remark that another used intensity parameter is the effect εo,
defined as the ratio between the registered intensity at resonance position
N(vo) and the background of spectrum N(∞) transmitted; the connection
between area and effect is:

ε o = N (v o ) / N (∞) ∝ f S f A n S n A → A o ∝ Γε o ;
•

(2b)

b) hyperfine parameters as:
the central shift δ C , which is a sum of two terms: the first one, the
chemical isomer shift δ , corresponds to the interaction of the nuclear
distribution with the electron density at the nucleus in the source /ψS(0)/2
and absorber /ψA(0)/2 and depends on the radial extension of Mössbauer
isotope in the excited and ground states, Re, Rg; the second term, the second
Doppler shift δSODS, is given by the temperature evolution of the absorber T
relative to the source TS or viceversa
δ C = δ iz + δ SODS (T S ,T )
δ iz ∝

•

2πc 2
Ze
3

(R

2
e

− R g2

)⋅( ψ

2

S

(0) − ψ A (0)

2

)

;

(3)

quadrupole splitting ∆QI , which is a measure of the interaction between the
quadrupole moment QI with the electric field gradient (EFG) Vii, arising
from the electron shells of the Mössbauer isotope hosting the ion and
surrounding the ligands, Viiel and Viilat

∆ QI =

3eQ IV ZZ
( 2m I − 1) ;η = 0;V ZZ = (1 − R)V ZZel + (1 − γ ∞ )V ZZlat ;
4I (2I − 1)

(3a)

• the nuclear Zeeman splitting, ∆H corresponds to the interaction of the
nuclear magnetic dipole moment with the effective magnetic field at the
nucleus; it is generated by two contributions, one is the contribution of the
surrounding atoms of the isotope that is called the internal field Bint, the
other one is given by the parent ion of the isotope, known as the hyperfine
field Bhf

∆ g I = ( m I − m ' I ) g I βhB eff ; B eff = B int + B hf .

(3b)

Generally, the dispersion of the static crystalline fields can arise from distinct
neighborhoods, from the local polyhedral distortion, or different relative population
occupation of the surrounding sites of the Mössbauer nuclides, due to the
substitutional disorder (in the first, second third and ... surrounding shells). The
parameter of the line-width permits to detect any change the crystal field at the
Mössbauer isotope by its variation ∆Γ with the ambient conditions. In the case of
the static disorder of crystalline media, the broadening of the full half line-width,
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∆Γ >Γnat /2 is given by the changes of the hyperfine electric and/or magnetic fields
induced by the substitution A/B ions. So, the dispersion of the crystalline fields on
the Mössbauer nuclide can be very easily recognized due to the narrow line-width
of its line resonance.
∆ CF ≥ Γ nat ( 57 Fe) ≅ 4.67 ⋅ 10 −9eV .

(4)

This advantage provides the Mössbauer spectroscopy as a very efficient
technique to detect qualitatively and quantitatively the physical and chemical
aspects of disordered crystalline media in general and of the dispersion of
crystalline fields in especially arising from the random substitution of the A/B ions.
The substitution disorder can be recognized by a broadening of the full linewidth resonance, corresponding to the variety of polyhedral neighborhoods. In the
case of static-structural disorder, the variety of the polyhedral neighborhoods is
given by the random occupation of the polyhedral corners by different ionic kinds,
accepted by the crystalline structure. In this case, the broadening of the half linewidth increases at the decrease of the temperature.
2.2. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
The experimental spectrum will be a superposition of a lot of (Nt) distinct or
cashed Breit-Wigner lines. The presence or absence of electric/magnetic hyperfine
interactions between the Mössbauer nuclides and their environments determines
the presence of singlets and/or electric/magnetic multiplets (so known-well
electric/magnetic sublattices), k=1,2,…, Nslatt. Each multiplet includes a limited
number of resonance-lines Nk, so Nt=Nk⋅Nslatt.
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In order to benefit from the NGR advantages, a very careful deconvolution of
the spectra is necessary. Computing machines, using specialized smoothing,
simulation and fitting programs assist all the deconvolution-procedures. The large
number of parameters and experimental points of the spectra determines a large
memory and high processing-speed of the machines. So, in the limits of an
acceptable efficiency of deconvolution-quality relative to processing-speed and
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used memory, it are necessary to introduce some restrictive conditions. An
available deconvolution of an experimental spectrum takes into account not only
the mathematical aspect of the procedure, but also the physical and chemical ones
of the investigated sample. So, in the case of electric/magnetic multiplets, the
resonance-line positions, intensities and half line-widths are correlated by the type
of nuclear γ-ray transitions between nuclear states which are implied in Mössbauer
transition. The restrictive conditions of every sublattice consist in:
• the same half line-width for each resonance;
• a strict numerical correlation between the area of each resonance with the
others.
In Table 1 are shown the positions and effects of the 57Fe Mössbauer isotope
resonance-lines for the case of doublet and sextet sublattices, corresponding to
quadrupolar electric and, respectively, dipolar magnetic hyperfine interaction of the
57
Fe Mössbauer probe with its vicinity.
Table 1
The resonance-line positions and effects of 57Fe Mössbauer γ-ray transition
Electric Hyperfine Interaction
Magnetic Hyperfine Interaction
vα
vβ
εαQ 3/2,mi>→1/2,mj>
[1/2]
mi
mi
mj
mj
1 +3/2
+1/2
±3/2
±1/2
–3a3/2+δC
+3b3/2/2–b1/2/2+δC
1 +1/2
+1/2
±1/2
±1/2
+3a3/2+δC
+b3/2/2–b1/2/2+δC
–1/2
+1/2
–b3/2/2–b1/2/2+δC
+1/2
–1/2
+b3/2/2+b1/2/2+δC
–1/2
–1/2
–b3/2/2+b1/2/2+δC
–3/2
–1/2
–3b3/2/2+b1/2/2+δC

3/2,mi>→1/2,mj>

εβ B

[1/12]
3
2
1
1
2
3

*

aI = eQIV ZZ/[4I(2I–1)]; bI = gIħβBeff; α = 1,2; β = 1,2…,6.

In the presence of a coupled electric and magnetic hyperfine interaction, the
shape of the spectrum changes in function of the aI/bI ratio [14-16]. The usual case
for our sample is a small ratio-value, so the nuclear levels mI=±3/2 and ±1/2 are
shifted up and down, respectively. Taking into account all the above, the restrictive
conditions of 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum sublattice are:
• On the line positions:

v 2 − v 4 = v 3 − v 5;v 3 − v 2 = v 5 − v 4;
• On the line intensities:

v 2 − v 4 g 1/ 2
=
v 3 − v 2 g 3/ 2

;
57

Fe

(6)
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ε 1Q :ε 21Q = 1:1;
ε 1B :ε 2B :ε 3B :ε 4B :ε 5B:ε 6B = 3:2:1:1:2:3

;

(6a)

• On the halfline-widths:

Γ 1Q :Γ 21Q = 1:1;
Γ 1B :Γ 2B :Γ 3B :Γ 4B :Γ 5B :Γ 6B = 1:1:1:1:1:1

.

(6b)

Moreover, the crystallographic and dynamics lattice arguments can impose
restrictive conditions, too. So, in a given sample, other restrictive conditions are the
weights of sublattices. Relative concentrations and the straining forces of the
Mössbauer probes, "feeling" given neighborhoods impose them.
Generally, the χ2-criterium is applied to the fit procedure of the experimental
spectrum N(i), I = 1,2,3,…., NC (= channel number), by theoretical function Y (α1,
α2, …αj…. αm; i), depending on the hyperfine parameters αj, in order to determine
their values corresponding to the best fit, after k iterations.
χ2 =

1
n max

∂χ 2
∂α 2

α (k )

n max

1

∑ N (i) [Y (α
−m
i =1

∂χ 2
= 0.........
∂α m

, α 2 ,....α m ; i ) − N (i )] ;
2

1

∂χ 2
∂α 1

= 0,
α k)

(7)

= 0.
α (k )

The deconvolution procedure must give the errors of all hyperfine
parameters. The errors are resulting from the inverse of the matrix Flp(α(k)).
n
 ∂Y 
F lp = ∑ 

n =1  ∂α l  β ( k )

 ∂Y
⋅

 ∂α p


⇒ σ 2 (α (pk ) ) = F pp−1 (α ( k ) ) .

 β (k )

(7a)

In the case of single line resonance the errors of the spectral parameters are
σ vo =

0.789Γ o
ε o ∆n ⋅ N F

;

σΓ =

2.258Γ o
ε o ∆n ⋅ N F

;

σ εo =

1.594
∆n ⋅ N F

(7b)

where, NF and ∆n are the background of the spectrum and the half line-width of the
resonance, respectively. In the case of a superposition of two resonance-lines, the
errors of each resonance can be obtained only by numerical procedures. But the
deviation of the resonance position can be approximated
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ε 2 Γ 12
⋅
ε 1Γ 22

v 2 − v1
 v − v1 
1 + 4 2

 Γ1 

2

for v 2 - v 1 ≤ Γ 1 + Γ 2 .
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(7c)

Taking into account (7-7c), the errors of the hyperfine parameters of the
electric gradient field or the magnetic hyperfine one are
∆ Q 3/2 = 6σ a 3/2 = σ 2v1 + σ 2v2 → σ V ZZ =

2σ a 3/2
eQ 3/2

; δ C = 3σ a 3/2

∆ g 3/2 = σ b 3/2 = σ 2v1 + σ 2v2 = σ 2v5 + σ 2v6 
σb
→ ∆ B hf = I ;

g Iβ
∆ g 1/2 = σ b 1/2 = σ 2v2 + σ 2v3 = σ 2v4 + σ 2v5 
1
δC =
σ g2 3/2 + σ g2 1/2 .
4

(7d)

2.3. RESULTS
The polycrystalline sample (see Table 2) of Tt-CGGO (with extremely high
Fe3+ content), as A2Fe2ZO7 (A=Ba, Sr; Z=Ge, Si) and Tr-CGGO, like A3Fe2Z4O14
and LnA2Fe3Ge3O14 (A=Ba, Sr; Ln=La, Nd), respectively was prepared by solid
phase synthesis and analyzed by the 57Fe-NGR technique. The listed samples of
Table 1 were investigated using a conventional constant acceleration transmission
spectrometer and 57Co(Cr) or 57Co(Rh) sources at room temperature. The spectra
were carried out on a large temperature range 300K÷4.2K. Low temperature
measurements were carried out with a continuous flow Oxford Instruments
cryostat. The accuracy of the temperature control was better than ± 0.5K. The
spectra were fitted for the sum of doublet and/or sextet models with Lorentzian line
shape of the resonances, using the χ2 criteria (by a least-squares fitting program in
the assumption of Lorentzian line shape). Each of models was considered as a sum
of two and six resonance lines, having the restrictive conditions (6-6b).
Table 2
The investigated samples by 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy
No.

1
2
3

Structure

Tetragonal
Ca-gallogermante

Sample

Formula

Ba-Ge Ba2Fe2GeO7 [17]
Sr-Ge Sr2Fe2GeO7 [17]
Sr-Si Sr2Fe2SiO7 [17]

a
[Å]
8.330
8.130
8.050

Unit Cell Parameters
b
c
α
β
γ
[Å]
[Å]
[grd] [grd] [grd]
8.330 5.590 90
90
90
8.130 5.350
8.050 5.230
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Tabelul 2 (continuare)

4
5
6
7

Trigonal
Ca-gallogermante

Ba
Sr
Sr(La)
Sr(Nd)

Ba3Fe2Ge4O14 [23]
Sr3Fe2Ge4O14 [18]
Sr2La Fe3Ge4O14
Sr2NdFe3Ge4O14

8.541 8.541 5.214 ~30
8.270a 8.270a 5.040a
8.270 8.270 5.040
8.270 8.270 5.040

90

90

All the 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the tetragonal and trigonal Ca-gallogermanate families show notable large line-widths of resonances, both in
paramagnetic and in magnetic ordering regions. In paramagnetic phase the
experimental values of the line-width are two or three times and in the magnetic
ordering region overflow five or six times the natural one. The results can be
qualitatively explained by the effect of the random distribution of the heterovalence ions (A2+/Ln3+ in A -Thompson cube and Fe3+/Ge4+ in Oh octahedrons
and/or T tetrahedrons), respectively an effect of the substitutional-disorder in such
crystalline media [19-25]. In consequence, different number of tetra and trivalent
ions in the cationic surrounding of the Mössbauer isotope increase the dispersion of
the hyperfine field values in 57Fe explaining the observed broad line-widths of the
spectra. On the other hand a careful deconvolution of the spectra evidenced a lot of
sublattices corresponding to different neighborhoods of the 57Fe probe (see Tables 3
of [3]). Figure 1 shows the fit of the Sr(Nd) and Sr-Ge spectra at RT and LHeT,
respectively as suggestive examples.

Fig. 1 – The Mössbauer spectra of the Sr(Nd) and Sr-Ge samples at RT and LHeT, respectively.
a

Data of Sr3Ga2Ge4O14 [18]
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The statistical analyzis parameters are given in Table 3 and the double
Gaussian fit parameters of the hyperfine fields dispersion in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 – The observed dispersion of the hyperfine fields in the Mössbauer spectra of the Sr(Nd)
and Sr-Ge samples at RT and LHeT, respectively.

The spectra deconvolution in a lot of quadrupole doublets or magnetic sextets
and, in consequence, the dispersion of the hyperfine field values, was suggested by
the presumption that different crystalline fields are given by different number of
tetra and trivalent ions, in the cation environments of the Mössbauer isotope. In the
paramagnetic region the spectra were refined by the χ2 procedure in four up to ten
quadrupole doublets for trigonal and tetragonal gallo-germanate samples. They
were grouped on the central shift and the increasing hyperfine magnetic fields.
In order to designate each sublattice to a given cationic surrounding of the
57
Fe probe, we compared the relative area aI with the binomial law of the heterovalence ions’ random substitution – the binomial probability to find a given k
trivalent ions from m cationic sites of the probe.
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 m  m   m 
Π S ( k , m; u , v, w,...) =  1  2   3  ....u k 1v k 2 w k 3 ..(1- u ) m1- k 1 (1- v ) m 2- k 2
 k 1  k 2  k 3 
(1- w) m 3- k 3 ...
∆ ( k ; u , v, w,...) =

∑ ∆ Π (k , m; u, v, w,...)
;k = ∑ k
∑ Π (k , m; u , v, w,...)
s

S

N

S

i =1

S

N

i

; m = ∑ m i ; S = 1, 2,3,..., N k
i =1

S

D ∆ ( k ; u , v, w,...) =

∑  ∆

2

S

S

( k ; u , v, w,...) - ∆ S ( k ; u , v, w,...)  Π S (k , m; u , v, w,...)

∑Π

S

( k , m; u , v, w,...)

S

γ ∆ ( k ; u , v, w,...) =

∑  ∆
S

(8)

3

S

( k ; u , v, w,...) - ∆ S (k ; u , v, w,...)  Π S ( k , m; u , v, w,...)

∑Π

S

( k , m; u , v, w,...)

S

Nk

P ( k , m; u , v, w,...) = ∑ Π S ( k , m; u , v, w,...);
s =1

2a T 1
aT2

for Tt-CGGO
u= a +a ; v= a +a

T1
T2
T1
T2

u = (2 + w) × a T 1 ; v = (2 + w) a Oh
for Tr-CGGO

3
a T 1 + a Oh
a T 1 + a Oh
N = number of cationic shells; u ,v,w=site occupancies.
The site occupancies were determined from the relative area of the tetrahedral
and octahedral subspectra, according to the structural formula of the investigated
samples [2] and in the approximation of the same Mössbauer factor and constant
line-width of all resonances.
In Fig. 3 we plotted the probability and the relative area for some of the
investigated samples. In spite of the restricted conditions, one remarks a good
approximation in the limits of the errors. It seems that the combinatorial law of the
random substitution trivalent/tetra or bivalent ions is a good approximation.
So, from the comparison of the experimental relative areas with the
calculated probabilities one designates each sublattice with a given k trivalent
cations in the iron's environment (see Fig. 4).
Moreover, by plotting and fitting the hyperfine splitting parameter vs. the
number of trivalent cations, one evidenced an empirical linear dependence,
according to the additive perturbation model [26] (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3 – The substitution probabilities and the fitted relative areas for Fe in some investigated samples
at RT and LHeT.

Fig. 4 – The designation of each sublattice to the environment with a given k trivalent cation round
the Fe probe.
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Fig. 5 – The empirical dependencies of the hyperfine splitting parameters
vs. the number of trivalent cations.

Finally, we determined the experimental crystal electric and magnetic field
dispersions δ∆Q and δ∆Beff, both in the paramagnetic region and in the magnetic
ordering one, respectively for each Fe-site (see Fig. 4). The simple formula was
used to estimate the hyperfine field dispersion at the Mössbauer isotope.

δ∆ = max{∆ i } − min{∆ i } ,

(8a)

where ∆I are the hyperfine splitting parameters of the hyperfine electric and
magnetic interaction, which are determined by the refined analyzing of spectra. In
Table 3 are given the experimental values of dispersion parameter and the double
Gauss fits parameters. A detailed discussion of the results is given in [3]
The refined analysis of the Mössbauer spectra on the investigated samples
points out the following:
a) the dispersion of the crystal fields at 57Fe is very sensitive to the change of
the ionic sort and its concentration in the surrounding cationic shells. So,
the ions with smaller volume and higher ionicity and located in the
Thomson cube (Ba2+→Sr2+ →<Sr2+, La3+>→<Sr2+, Nd3+>) and in the T2
tetrahedrons (Ge4+→Si4+) generate extensions of the HFDs at the T1 and
Oh sites and an increase of the distance between their peak positions;
b) for all samples with a Tt-CGGO structure there is a critical temperature
(12K;16K;21KBa-Ge;Sr-Ge;Sr-Si) under which the magnetic ordering
phase shows. In the case of the sample with a Tr-CGGO structure, the
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magnetic ordering is evidenced at low temperature (TN<16K) only for the
samples with trivalent rare-earth ions. Probably they permit superexchange interactions Fe3+-O2--Fe3+ and formation of the magnetic chain.
The size of Ln3+ determines the size of the unit-cell, the length of the Fe-O
bond and the angle ∠(Fe3+-O2--Fe3+ ) and finally the magnitude of the
hyperfine fields and the broadening of the MHFD;

Fig. 6 – The observed dispersion of the hyperfine fields on the tetrahedral and octahedral site
in the investigated samples by Mössbauer spectroscopy.

c) a combinatorial law of the random substitution Fe3+, Ln3+/Ge4+ and A2+,
respectively is a good approximation of the relative areas of the
sublattices;
d) an empirical linear dependency of the hyperfine splitting parameters vs. the
number of trivalent cations surrounding the Mössbauer probe are
evidenced, suggesting an additive model of the crystalline fields
corresponding to the linear dependencies of the electric charge and the spin
numbers of the cationic shells, respectively;
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e) the linear coefficient gives the increasing rate of the hyperfine splitting
parameters vs. the number of trivalent cations surrounding the Mössbauer
probe and the constant coefficient of these empirical dependencies
designates the electric contribution of the rest-crystal, respectively the
contribution of Bhf.
In conclusion, the observed dispersion of the hyperfine splitting
parameters could be explained by the binomial law of random substitution of
the tetravalent or bivalent cations by the trivalent ones. That is similar of the
laser tunneling range, which have been reported for the laser ions location in
such media [19].

3. CALCULATED CRYSTAL FIELD DISPERSION
AT THE MÖSSBAUER PROBE SITES

3.1. MODELING PROCEDURE AND THE SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
The last observations are hopeful signs to manufacture Tt- and Tr-CGGO
crystals, with controlled field dispersion at different crystallographic sites, and are
arguments to model and to perform numerical calculations of the hyperfine field
dispersion (HFD) in order to compare with the experimental data as given by the
Mössbauer investigation.
A hypothetical model of the HFD has to start from the following
experimental results:
• the intrinsic substitution of the tetra and bivalence cation by the trivalent
one is given by a binomial law with occupancies deduced from the relative
areas of the spectra;
• each nearest-neighbour substituting ion determines a perturbation ∂∆α of
the electric and magnetic hyperfine fields ∆oα at 57Fe and many substituting
ions cause a significant perturbation by an additive effect
∆ α = ∆ αo +

Nr.Shells

∑
i =1

k i ∆ α ; α = Q , B hf ;

(9)

In order to perform the numerical of the HFD:
• one approximates the crystal by a rigid lattice with fractional electric point
charges given by the summation valence procedure
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 R  p
 ij  for R ≤ R ij ;
ij
n
 R 
R ij
1 n
; p=
; R ij = ∑ R ij ; R max = lim R n (10)
q i = ∑ Q i ×  ij 
n→ ¥
n j =1
R max - R ij
j =1
 R max – R ij
;

 R max – R ij
•

one calculates the EFG tensor components, Vαβ by a lattice summation
V (r ) =

1
4πε o

ρ(r')

∫ r – r' dr'; E(r) = –∇V (r); V
r
r

αβ

(r ) = – ∇E(r')

N

ρ latt (r ) = ∑ q i δ(r – r i ) →

(11)

i =1
N

V αβlatt (r ) ∞ ∑
i =1

qi
r – ri

5

3( x αi – x α ) 2 – r i – r 2 ← α = β

( x αi – x α )( x βi – x β ) ← α¹β

r
where qi , Qi , r i ( x 1i , x 2i , x 3i ) and Rij are the fractional and integer ionic point
charges and the vector position of ith ion, respectively its distance to jth one.
The following steps are considered and the corresponding subroutines
(written in FF language) of the calculated crystal field dispersion are used:
a) build up of crystal structure starting from the ionic point charges with their
fractional positions and the unit cell parameters, using the LATTICE_4e
subroutine;
b) applying the summation valence procedure in order to establish the fractional
ionic charges in the investigated crystalline structures, QFRAC subroutine;
c) compute the geometrical distortion parameters ∆2 and σ2 for theoxygen
polyhedrons around the ferric ion, POLYHEDRON subroutine;
d) direct lattice summation to determine the values of the components of the
electric field gradient at different cationic sites, QSLATT_43e. subroutine;
e) calculate of the probabilities and their errors for two different cations
competing at the sites of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,. co-ordination spheres, NEWTON_4
subroutine.
The logic scheme of the HFD assemblage program is given in Fig.7.
3.2. APPLICATION
The model and the numerical calculation were performed in the case of 57Fe:
Tt- and Tr-CGGO in the presumed locations of the laser ions (T1, Oh). The
numerical data of the EFG tensor components and of the corresponding quadrupole
splitting parameter ∆EQ are given in Table 4.
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Fig. 7 – Logical scheme of the HFD assemblage computing program.
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Table 4
The probabilities, the EFG main component VZZ and the corresponding quadrupole splitting ∆Q,
for the 57Fe Mössbauer probe at the T1 and Oh site in Tt- and Tr-CGGO
kGa3+:T2

Tt-CGGO

Tr-CGGO

p(4,k;x)
x=1/2

0
1
2
3
4
Errors
kGa3+:T1
k
k1
k2

Σ∏s

VZZ
[1021 V/m2]

0.0625
0.2500
0.3750
0.2500
0.0625
0.0122
∏s(6,k;x)
x=2/3

-0.80430
-0.75373
-0.70316
-0.65240
-0.60164
0.02931

∆EQ
[mm/s]
+

Weighted
Values

1.8638
1.7573
1.6295
1.5272
1.3942
0.0794

V ZZ (T1) = − 0.7059232 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 2 ]

V ZZ (Oh) = - 0.74566 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 3 ]

0

0

0

0.00137 0.00137

0.74566

1.7279

1

1
0
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
3
2
3

0
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
3

0.01646 0.00823
0.00823
0.0823 0.01646
0.04938
0.01646
0.21946 0.01097
0.09876
0.09876
0.01097
0.32921 0.06584
0.19753
0.06584
0.26338 0.13169
0.13169
0.08779 0.08779

0.70867
0.70867
0.66798
0.67652
0.66798
0.62210
0.62698
0.62698
0.62210
0.58597
0.58092
0.58597
0.54552
0.54552
0.49855

1.6439
1.6439
1.5492
1.5701
1.5492
1.4416
1.4579
1.4579
1.4416
1.3600
1.3533
1.3600
1.2656
1.2656
1.1553

∆E Q (T1) = 1.6358 [mm/s]

∆E Q (Oh) = 1.7279 [mm/s]

2

3

4

5
6

1
2
3
2
3
3

V ZZ (Oh) = - 0.70867 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 3 ]
∆E Q (Oh) = 1.6439 [mm/s]

V ZZ (Oh) = 0.67310 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 3 ]
∆E Q (Oh) = 1.5617 [mm/s]
V ZZ (Oh) = 0.62643 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 3 ]
∆E Q (Oh) = 1.4562 [mm/s]

V ZZ (Oh) = 0.58293 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 3 ]
∆E Q (Oh) = 1.3560 [mm/s]

V ZZ (Oh) = 0.54552 ⋅ 10 21[V/m 3 ]
∆E Q (Oh) = 1.2656 [mm/s]
V ZZ (Oh) = 0.49855 ×10 21[V/m 3 ]
∆E Q (Oh) = 1.1553 [mm/s]

Errors
0.04085+
Average Values

++

0.01166
0.58491

+++

0.0270
1.3587

+

Q3/2=0.21barn; γ∞ = –9.6
The probabilities errors arise from x error.
+++
The VZZ and ∆Q errors arise from fractional ionic charges and atomic positions.
++

As one can see in Table 4, the numerical results are very close to the
hyperfine splitting values in the investigated samples.
In Fig. 8 are plotted the dispersion of the calculated quadrupole splitting
value sand a (∆EQ) and the ∆EQ dependencies vs. the number k of trivalent cations
surrounding the 57Fe:T1 and Oh sites of Tt- and Tr-CGGO crystals. Finally, the
numerical calculations were applied on our investigated samples. In Fig. 9 the
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computing results of the ∆EQ (k) dependencies and dispersions a (∆EQ) and
experimental values of the quadrupole splitting ∆Q are plotted.

Fig. 8. – The calculated mean values of the quadrupole splitting parameter and their dispersion for
Tt-CGGO and Tr-CGGO.

Fig. 9. – Comparison of the calculated values (for all possible variants) and their mean values with
the experimental values; P (∆EQ; u, v, w) and the sublattice areas’ values.
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The agreement between the observed and calculated HFD confirms the good
approximation of the used HFD model and the possibility to analyse and to predict
the intensity and the broadening of the crystal field dispersion vs. the number of
heterovalence randomly substituting around different sites in such intrinsic disorder
media.
4. SUMMARY
1. The advantages of very narrow line resonance and of the location Mössbauer
probes in Tt- and Tr-CGGO permitted to detect and to investigate the HFD at
57
Fe location (T1,T2 and Oh) in crystalline media. HFD is generated by the
random substitution of the heterovalence cations in the neighbourhood of the
Mössbauer probe.
2. A combinatorial law of the heterovalence random substitution Fe3+/Ge4+,
Sr2+/Ln3+ could evidence:
• the observed relative areas of the sublattices spectra vs. the number of
substituted cations in the surrounding shells of the Mössbauer probe;
• a close linear dependence quadrupole and magnetic dipole splitting vs. the
number of substituted cations (additive perturbation model of hyperfine
fields in substitutional disordered crystalline media);
• the linear coefficient gives the increasing rate of the hyperfine splitting
parameters vs. the number of trivalent cations surrounding the Mössbauer
probe and the constant coefficient of these empirical dependencies designates
the electric contribution of the rest-crystal, respectively the contribution of Bhf.
3. The dispersion of the crystal fields at 57Fe is very sensitive to the change of the
ionic sort and its concentration in the surrounding cationic shells. So, the ions
with smaller volume and higher ionicity and locating in the Thomson cube
(Ba2+→Sr2+ →<Sr2+, La3+>→<Sr2+, Nd3+>) and in T2 tetrahedrons (Ge4+→Si4+)
generates extensions of the HFDs at the T1 and Oh sites and an increase of the
distance between their peak positions.
4. The observed HFD by Mössbauer spectroscopy on Sr, Ba-iron germanates (Tt-,
Tr-CGGO structure) can be explained in a good approximation by:
• a model of rigid lattice and fractional ionic point charges;
• a binomial probability of the random substitution of the heterovalence
cations;
• an additive perturbation model of the hyperfine fields.
5. That permits to model and to predict the dispersion of crystal field dispersion
in the cationic sites of these structures, especially for specific positions.
6. The agreement between the observed and the calculated the HFD confirms the
good approximations of the used HFD model and the possibility to analyse and
to predict the intensity and the broadening of the crystal field dispersion vs. the
number of heterovalence randomly substituting around different sites in such
intrinsic disorder media.
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As a result of that, one can obtain information about the broadening of the
optical transitions and the broad-band tuneable selected emission from laser
activators (Ln3+ :A, Cr3+ :Oh, etc.), supposing a direct link between them and the
broadening of the investigated HFD.
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